Refer to Fig. 1
1. Identify (A) upper and (B) lower die holders on tool.
2. Ensure tool handles can be closed completely.
   If necessary adjust with (C) stroke adjustment screw.

Refer to Fig. 2 & 3
3. To apply front of snap to material, identify FRONT DIE SET and
   attach upper and lower dies to die holders A and B on tool.
4. Insert SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS ‘Snap Front’ or ‘Decorative Button’
   components in appropriate Front Dies. (To match correct dies and
   components, see details in Fig. 2)
5. Place material face down over lower die and squeeze handles,
   attaching components to material. Release tool and gently pull material
   to remove from tool.
6. To apply back of snap to material, remove upper and lower dies
   and repeat steps 3-4 with BACK DIE SET and ‘Snap Back’ components.
7. For bracelet application, place material face up over lower die and
   squeeze handles, attaching components to material. Release tool and
   gently pull material to remove from tool. Front and back snaps are now applied.

SNAP FASTENER / DECORATIVE BUTTON
DIE SET
Front Die Set
(For snaps and buttons)

Back Die Set
(For snaps only)

SNAP FASTENER / DECORATIVE BUTTON
Components
for use with Snap Die Set

1780/100 1781/100
1780/114 1781/114
1786/100 1786/101

SNAP FRONT (STONE)
DECORATIVE BUTTON (STONE)

SNAP BACK
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